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Exam. Instructions : Answer The Following euestions

Q1: Explain the fo l lowing i tems: (16 points)

a) The main l imi tat ion of  the perceptron model

b) The di f ferences between perceptron learning technique and del ta rule learning one.

c) The main problems of  the back propagat ion learning technique.

d) lmproving the convergence speed of  back propagat ion learning technique.

g. A certain perceptron acts as a threshold logic unit (TLU), where I e {-1,1}3 and

y e {-1,1}. The induced local f ield has the following formulal y=(x;0.5) (x7w) (4-0.5).

Obtain the output Boolean funct ion for  the fo l lowing cases: w = - ! .5,0,  +1-.5.

(18 points)

Q3: The multi layer perceptron network shown in figure(1) consists of only two perceptrons.

The perceptrons are i l lustrated as threshold logic units (TLU). This network can solve

the XOR-problem. Der ive the Boolean funct ion for  each node and show how the

network output is exactly the XOR Boolean function. (10 points)

Q4: Write down the weights updating equations at each unit of a multi layer perceptron

network wi th a structure of  2- t -2-I  assuming back propagat ion learning technique

and logistic activation functions. (assume totally layered network). (20 points)

Q5: Derive the updating equations for the parameters B, ci, ond o; of a single perceptron

using the del ta rule learning technique. The used perceptron is governed by the fol lowing

equat ions:



E=[t - e-Q-rf ] ,

y=(v;---1--
l+e-&

,=f l  x i -c i
=t' - ' \  o i ) ' -  

,
(20 points)

QQ:

n n i n t  I c  n l  . - - : - tint (6,point (6,4) with radius r'=2.The second circre is centered at point (3,3,4) with radius

"ill^lll'perceptron 
with a logistic activation function and an induced rocarfierdof the form v = x-rr(xi - w)z - 0, to design a two-rayer perceptron networkthat generates +1 for points located in the dashed area, otherwise it generates 0.

(16 points)

Figure (1)

(6,+1(3,+7

Best wishes prof ./ rcr6"--ffii
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Exam. Instructions: Answer The Following Questions

(16 points)q!' Discuss the following items:
a) Single layer perceptron network can not solve the XOR problem while

the multiplayer perceptron network can solve it.
b) The differences between perceptron learning technique and delta rule learning one.
c) There are some problems with the back propagation learning technique.
d) Both of Adaptive back propagation and Quick propagation can be used to improve

the convergence speed of back propagation learning technique.

Q!: Consider the following three-class problem in a 2-dimensional logic space {0, 1}2:

C1= {(0,0)}, C2= {(0,L)}, and C3= {(1,1)}. lt is required to compute the switching

functions of three Threshold Logic Units (TLUs) that l inearly classifies the above logical
points using the perceptron learning algorithms with the help of Kessler construction

method. Use a unity learning parameter and assume the init ial weight vector
(Apply the perceptron learning for only one iter:ation) (16 points)

Q!: a- Find the minimum of the following error function:
1

E(w) = jL(wt - wt)'* (we - wz)z + (1 - wr)21 (4 points)

b- Derive the updating equations for the design parameters d, 0, w; ofld b; of a single
perceptron using the delta rule learning technique. The used perceptron is governed
by the following equations (try to simplify the output formulas):

E: tanh, (qk)  ,  k=(d-V)

! = tanh(F v)

v = fI?,=t(wi xi * b1) (12 Points)

Qg: Six perceptrons units are connected as shown in figure {1). Assuming backpropagation
I learning technique and logistic activation functions, write down the weights updating
equations at each unit .  (Assume the biases connections). (16 points)
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Q$: Assuming four circles as shown in figure (L), where r1=4, r2=rr=r+=1. Use perceptrons with
a logist icact ivat ionfunct ion and an induced localf ield of theform v = Xi lr(xi  -wt)2 - g,
to design a two-layer perceptron network that generates +1 for points located in the dashed
area, otherwise it generates 0 (16 points)

Figure (1)

Best Wishes Prof.l Hesham A. Hefny
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